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FIRST CALL SOUNDED
THE LIBERAL COLLEGE
REVIEW OF BASKETBALL
FOR BASEBALL
AND ITS GRADUATES
SEASON
Twenty-five Candidates Report.
The baseball squad has reported for
indoor work, with approximately 25
answering the call. There are five
letter men back, three regulars and
two substitutes comprising the total
number. This spring should see many
new faces on the diamond, as the entire infield, with the exception of
Captain Eberle at first, were graduated. The catching department should
provide plenty of competition with
Cutler, Burleigh, Solms and Rosenbaum working out regularly. Infields,
who may be capable of landing a regular job, are Eoo·le, Strum, Bush,
Coroso, Prete, Knurek, Platt, Whitney,
and several others. The outfield will
have a little war all its own with
Ebersold, Towill, S. Burr, Loomis, and
half a dozen more fly chasers who are
anxious to be rated as regulars. The
pitching staff has Whitaker and Mastronarde from last year, augmented
by Anderson and possibly Hardman.
"Bub" and "Nick" have had two
years of 'varsity competition under
their belts and are expected to show
good· work this spring. Anderson, a
big, rangy chap, may develop into a
first class hurler.
With so many positions vacant
there should be a lively time for all
candidates, and the coach! is expecting
at least thirty men to report regularly.
'l'he diamond is unfit for practice now,
but no time is being lost getting
throwing arms and base stealing legs
into condition for a heavy spring.
The schedule follows:
April 23-Amherst, away.
April 27-Clark at home.
April 30-Pratt at home,
May 6-Stevens, away.
May 7-Seton Hall, away.
May 11-Worcester, away.
May 14-0pen.
May 18-0pen.
May 21-C. C. N. Y., at home.
May 25-Rhode Island, away.
May 28-Connecticut Aggies at ho:rp,e.
May 30-Wesleyan at home.
June. 4-0pen.
June' 18-Alumni at home.
June 21-Wesleyan, away.
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Addr~ss by President Ogilby at the

University Club at Utica Given
Last Night.

Great problems haVle a way of descending upon us suddenly without
warning. Such a problem has been
ihe entirely unexpected growth of
American colleges in the last 25 years:
At the beginning of this century, two
ed]lcational authorities, the President
of Columbia University, and the President of Leland-Stanford, predicted
the early disappearance of the American college. With the pressure of the
junior college from below, and the
professional school from aboVle, they
said the American college would not
persist. In the 25 years since those
predictions were made, the population
of the United States has increased
75o/o. The number of students in colleges and universities, however, has
increased 700o/o. For once the predictions wel'e entirely wrong.
Of course, this sudden and unexpected growth has been due to social
<tnd economic causes as well as actual
desire for education.
It is still a
vroblem whether the American college can be considered as an educational institution. In the eyes of
many students it is a delightful 9
months' club, admission to which is
secured and membership in which is
maintained by submission to mental
activity intrinsically disagreeable. I
want to speak this evening about the
liberal college as an educational institution.
Restricting our attention to the
typical small college with limited
numbers not connected with the university, I would stress the point that
ihe aim of such a college is not to
prepare men for success in business.
The achievements of a college graduate in the business field may have
little relation to his success in his
college work. The aim of a liberal college is to teach zeal for truth, appreciation of beauty, and capacity for
gallant living.
While the liberal colleg"e tries to
instill these three principles into its
graduates who complete their formal
education when they leaVJe college, it
also with the same machinery undertakes to equip others to enter professional schools. Sometimes, as in the
COLLEGE BODY MEETING HELD. case of medicine at the present day,
this involves adequate preparation
along clearly defined lines like chemAthletic Association Also Meets.
The regular monthly meeting of the istry or biology. On the other hand,
College Body was held last Monday it is of fundamental importance for a
morning ~n the Public Speaking room. man going to professional school to
Robert Y. Condit, president of the get at colleg"e a cultural foundation
on which his specialized education can
College Body, presided.
The meeting of the Athletic Asso- be built. Important as is the techniciation followed immediately after the cal knowledge of a modern doctor, of
College Body meeting. Fl'ederick J. equal importance is his understanding
Eberle, president of the A. A., pre- of human nature and his character as
sided. A motion was made by W. H. r. man. It is, ther<efore, by no means
Segur to recommend to the Advisory surprising to find at the professional
Council that R,udolph Taute be given schools that the graduates of the
his "T." This motion was passed smaller liberal colleges compete sueunanimously. There was a lengthy cessfully with the graduates of the
discussion as to the award which larger coHeges allied with the univercheerleaders should receive and the sities.
I should like to emphasize, therematter was left in the hands of th~
Committee which had it under consid- fore, the function of the small college
in this time of educational stress and
eration.
strain. With hordes of young men
damoring at the gates of our colleges
for entrance every fall, the liberal
college will do well to maintain a polFINANCE COMMITTEE MEETS. icy of careful scrutiny of applications
and merciless weeding out of those
There was a regular meeting of the l unfit to appreciate the endeavor neeSenate Finance Committee last Wed- : essary in .the search for truth, beauty
nesday afternoon in No.8 Jarvis Hall. ' and goo?ness.
.
.
William M. Ellis, the president of the , , The m?ment we have defmed colCommittee presided and regular rou- lege ~d\lcation in theoo, terms, it is
tine business was disposed of.
The obvious that it is a process which
Committee has not yet found a way should not cease when a senior gets
of clearing the deficits of the classes his degree on commencement day. If
of 1927 and 1928. '
J (Continued on page 3, column 5.)

At the close of the 1925-26 basketball season Trinity's aspirations for
the coming year were high, and justly
so, for Coach Oosting was to have a
brilliant nucleus about which to mold
ihe 1926-27 team. However, at the
opening of college last fall, it was
found that two men, Thompson and
Orrick, in whom most of the hopes
had been placed would not be available this year. The news was received with sincere regrets but the
adherents to the sport were not downhearted. They maintained a spirit of
optimism and resolved to make basketball a success in spite of the un:t'ortunate
circumstances.
Coach
Oosting's call for candidates brought
forth many enthusiastic aspirants but
only two letter men: The material
presented did show promise but a
victorious season could not reasonably be expected.
With the actual opening of the
schedule a green team took the floor
for Trinity. That green team won the
first two games, in fact, they won
three out of the first four games and
accordingly deserve du<e credit.
At
this point, however, the bright side
of the season disappeared. Mid-year
examinations came along and unfortunately proved a handicap. Taute, h
sophomore, who had been playing regularly and who showed promise of
most brilliant work was declared ineligible. The defeats which followed,
naturaUy, cannot be blaJnied on this;
it must be said that the second half
of the schedule was decidedly the
harder. Nevertheless, in spite of numerous dtefeats, the team maintained
a fine fighting spirit from start to
finish, one most deserving of praise.
Also, in justice to the student body,
it must be said that they showed a
fine interest in the sport and supported the team better than they have
done in past years. As the season
neared a, close further difficulties
loomed in view, by way of injuries.
Hallstrom, guard, was unable to play
«t all and Ebersold, center, was able
to see very little service in the last
games. The final result was five victories out of fourteen gam~s played.
Seven men received their letters for
basketball,
Whitaker,
Hallstrom,
Ebersold, Burton, Burr,· Mastronarde,
and Manager Salisky. Captain Walter Whitaker led his team in great
style. He maintained a fine spirit,
played an excellent floor game and
although he was rather weak on
~.hooting he made up for this in team
play. The fight and the passing on
the part of Dud Burr, forward, were
features in every game. Even though
Weak in scoring Dud was an important
factor in all the work of the season.
Mastronarde started as a substitute
but soon demonstrated his ability to
hold down a regular berth.
Nick
1;hoW1ed, perhaps, the greatest improvement of any man on the squad.
He ended the season by being the high
scoring man.
Burton was entirely
new to 'varsity basketball this year.
He won his letter through good floor
play and hard work. Ebersold, who
was also new, had the best eye on the
"team. He was somewhat handicapp~d
through lack of speed but he is expected to do valuable work next year.
Solms and Woods, two substitutes who
did not make letters, :;;bowed up remarkably well at the end of the sea1;on, a time when they were both called
::m to do l'legular work. All of tl;lese
nen should return to college next
year, there being no seniors in the
group, and so the prospects seem
much brighter. We hopJe, to have . a
t'e.alll next .Year ;whicl;l will ave~ge a
irea:t many of our past 'def~ats.'

CAPTAIN OF BASKETBALL.

OGILBY AND SHEPARD
. IN SERMON DISCUSSION
President Says Living Creed Is
Individual.

WALTER E. WHITAKER.

TRACK PRACTICE STARTS.
Large Squad Busy with Indoor
Training.
Coach Oosting's first call for track
men brought forth a squad of about
fifty men. Many of the men are new
to the sport and only six are letter
men from past years. The prospects
are looked upon optimistically but
there cannot as yet be any predictions
as to the outcome of the season.
Trinity has won no track meets in
several years. There was one tie last
year and it was generally felt that the
meet was really a victory, but aside
from this there is no real ~ncourag
ment from the past. Track presents
a serious problem in Trinity because
it not only requires more men than
any other sport, but requires them at
the same time in which baseball sends
out a call. Fifty candidates is a good
start and it is earnestly hoped that
none of these men will become discourag"ed and withdraw from the
squad but that they will see it through
to the end realizing that every little
bit which they do will be of value.
The work at present is along the
lines of g"eneral conditioning. Practice is held three times a week and
consists of calisthl!nics, rope skipping,
some jumping, and a little running on
the indoor track. The most promising
men at preS'ent are:
Sprints-Snow, Jackson, Dower.
Middle Distances - Cahill (Captain),
Conran, Petrikat, Leahy.
Distance--Beers, Bartlett, Manning.
Pole Vault-Solms, Stewart, Forrester, Lovering, Thomas.
High Jump-Solms, Gibson, Stewart,
Dower, Hilton.
Broad Jump-Forrester, Jackson.
Hurdles-Griswold.
Weights-Even, Condit.
The Schedule:
April 30-Massachusetts Aggies at
Amherst.
May 14-Clark at home.
May 21-Norwich at Northfield, Vt.
May 28-Connecticut Aggies at home.

SENATE MEETS.

A living religious creed is an individual one which is revised to· keep
abreast of one's intellectual and,s'piritual development, President Remsen B.
Ogilby of Trinity College said last
Sunday morning in the course of a
ser:ID'on discussion with Professor
Odell Shepard, nead of the department of· English literature.
Religion calls constantly on the intellect for an unceasing search for
truth, Dr • . Ogilby said, and if church
creeds are to be kept alive they must
be broken up at intervals and reformed. They must also, he agreed
with Professor Shepard, be so framed
that they are capable of amendment
as man progresses in his search for
truth.
The discussion was the second trial
nf Dr. Ogilby's experiment to improve on the conventional sermon and
drew a considerable number of Hartford people not connected with the
College. The concensus of these observers seemed to be that the interpellation method is vastly superior
to th.,e ~onventional address.
Definition of Religion.
The president explained his purpose to be seeking the best approach
to truth. "The extended utterance of
a single mind is of value in certain
things but is very limited in the
search for truth," he said. "Only by
the cl.1.sh of mind'3 can tt'uth be ~tp
proached."
Dr. Ogilby began the discussion by
defining religion, explaining that his
definition. }Vas made as broad as possible in order to include as many forms
ol: religion as possible. "Religion," he
said, "is an attitude of vital importance towards a power or powers exterior to and superior to ourselves,
with the consequent attitude toward
our fellowmen ."
Professor Shepard objected to the
word "attitude." An attitude he .said,
is the outward expression of a single
emotion, a statue and a corpse express attitudes, but man has innumerable attitudes to express innumerable
thoughts. Religion must be either
alive or dead, he continued, and the
purpose of a religious organization
cannot be to maintain an attitude if
it is to live.
Dr. Ogilby substituted the :word "relationship" as being more dynamic
aPd expressing a sense of continued
progress.
Not Theology or Ethics.
Dr. Ogilby distinguished sharply
between religion and discussion about
tlte object of religion. There is always need for this last, he said, but
religion is not the same as theology.
He also distinguished between religion
and the reults of religion. There is
an undoubted relation between an attitude towards God and the corresponding attitude towards man, but
religion is not ethics, he said.
Certain needs are implied in his
definition of religion, he said, the first
being: In order to insure the 'perpetuation and transmission of the relationship there must be organization.
Christ had nothing to say concerning
such a highly organized thing as the
Christian Church, he said, but He had
a great deal to say concerning the
Kingdom of God. The Church Dr.
Ogilpy called "The Kingdom of God
in its phase of social self-consciousness."
Professor Shepard said that he' con'sl_d~red the· p~rase '~the kin~dom Of
God," ' us.ed . by 9hristian churches, a
serious weakness. There· is an
doubted' pull on religion from 'prev:an-

·T here was a meeting of the Senate
the A,lpl;la Delta Phi H~u~e last
Tuesday evening at eight o'clock.
f~rm.s ~r"· gove~tPent,' he saiq:, 'a~a
~opert 'Y\_- Cond.it, .Presidept .oi the
College Body, presided. · ·
. (Contmued on page' s; column 4~)
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INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL.
We were afraid that we had had our
ast opportunity a few weeks ago to
say anything further on the subject
"Jf the Interfraternity Council, but inasmuch as there is to be a meeting of
the proposed Council next Monday
night we feel that we may again discuss this subject in which we have
t~.ken so much interest.
As far as we can understand the
situation, it is this: none of the Fraternities wish to be bound by any
·ushing agreement, because they feel
that ther·e is more of a chance for
each of them with rushing conductJed
~s it is now, that is, under the "cutthroat" system. It seems to us that
t will be impossible to have a Council that will mean much this next
year, but we firmly believe that it
will be a good thing to start a Council, powerless as it must be, in the
bope that something eventually will
evolve from it.
Even an Interfraternity Council
without a rushing agreement should
he able to accomplish much here because it will give the Fraternities a
chance to formally exchange viewpoints and it will perhaps be an important agent in forming a strong
college opinion-a thing which we
need here very much.

THE JESTERS.
The Jesters have come to mean so
much to the whole undergraduate body
hat we have heard it asked on many
sides .whether or not thiey were going
to give a play this spring.
Questions such as these certainly
give very good proof that there is a
\,Vide interest in the organization and
a lively appreciation of its ability.
The Jesters are beyond all doubt the

most successful organization on the
Campus and it is good to know of the
high esteem in which they are held.
We hope that they are going to
give a play this spring for many
reasons, not the least of which is our
own keen enjoyment of all of their
productions that we have seen during
our career at college

bitious and others are indifferent. We
know many who walk about with that
air of independence, that impression
of self-sufficiency. What is our little
scant education-not even a ripple on
a sea of infinite depth. Yet here we
exist, believing that God made us in
His image. How natural! We can't
imagine any life of greatness except
man.
One might call this natural
feeling of supremacy, human nature.
Other forms of life on distant planets have gods in their images. Can
anyone conceive of the number of
gods there must be to satisfy the religions of all?
If evolution, progress---,call it What
you will-is to continue, we must keep
in mind the fact that here man is
not the climax or ultimate and final
ste_p in the ascent and that if it is
God's work culrruinating in perfection
it was hardly a good job, for even a
few of us admit that we're not exactly perfect.
Today we live as l>rothers in our
"nothingness"-if I may be allowed
to use the term. Man, the mighty on
earth, unheard of elsewhere, must be
content in hi s predicament.
For
Shakespeare says:
"Golden boys and girls all must
As chimmey-sweepers come to dust."
-K.

MAN.
On a summer's night as we lie on
our backs in the cool sand we watch
the countless stars as they appear
ever the same on that stage of infinity. The thousands of stars before
us are some of the stars of this universe. -It is understood that there
are numerous universes in this unmeasurable firmament. One can easily conceive of the moon's distance
from us, 250,000 miles, as a reasonable sounding figure. But, when we
think of the nearest star our minds
must .be quite open. The nearest celestial body beyond our sun is three
light years away. One lig.ht yeru·
corresponds to six million miles. In
other words, thE\ time taken by CenLaurus to transport its light to the
~: arth is three years.
We obviously
see the Centauri flickering 1000 days
after that par cicular energy required
Lo produce light has been consumed.
In order to ·be better able to visualize
that distance imagine the earth to be
a sphere of one-half inch in diameter. •This star would then be located
at San Francisco, California, if the
earth were located in Hartford, Connecticut.
Acturus, a brig'ht star,
which is five million times larger
than the earth, is 200 light years
away. If the earth were assumed to
be one-half inc:h in diameter this star
would be thirty-nine miles in diameter
and would be 100,000 miles away.
This is not the largest nor the farth est celestial body. In fact, it is in
our own universe. So muc:h then, for
the expanse of the most conce:vable
infinity.
•Beneath our feet lies the puny and
insignificant earth. It is insignificant as compared to the rest of the
world . No one knows of the earth's
existence except the inhabitants of the
planets. We might just as well not
be here if we should think of the recognition of other bodies. Harmony
reigned before creation of the earth
and undoubtedly will do so again after earth has long ceased to exist.
Our planet doesn't radiate heat or
produce light, thus we are not seen.
There are millions of planets, it is
supposed, which are similar to the
earth in respect to light, age, and
size, although many are much larger,
Geologists give us as many millions
of years as we want to employ in
calculating the age of earth.
That
conditions differ on other planets-by
planets, I mean the large group of
unseen bodies-is very probable, for
we find in fossils great diversities between animals of Australia and those
of Europe. .By conditions one means
the pressure, heat, seasonal changes
and other things pertaining to the
physical properties of these bodies.
For instance, it is understood that on
certain small planets the gravity of
these bodies is much less than on
earth, for example.
'IIhus a man
weighing 160 pounds probably would
weigh 90 pounds or less on some su~h
planet. -On a universe of different
celestial bodies there are millions of
conditions; thus we also should find
life in as many different forms.
Now coming back to earth we look
at one another; man, a microscopic,
unimportant form of life who "struts
and frets his hour upon the stage."
From a child to a college president,
from shoemaker to an Army general,
the highest type is just mere man.
The builders of nations are classed
with the morons. Here we are, only
a billion men in a universe of a million planets, in a world of a million
universes. If our earth is unnoticed
among these worlds, how infinitesimal
must we be~ But among men, there
are many individuals. Some are selfish, others generous, some are am-

BABBITT BAITING.
When the beloved Charles Dickens
wrote "Martin Chuzzlewit" in which
the Ohio frontier fared so badly, when
Mrs. Trollope published "The Domestic Manners of the Americans", when
Harriet Martineau composed her
memoirs of the raw and youthful nation, what an outcry there was, what
violent resentment which was fanned
into flames of oratory when lesser
British followed qn with descriptions
in which Americans were anatomized
after six weeks of travel and a reading of ten American books! As we
reread the best of these books it is
ha rd at first to see the cause of all
thi~ fury.
Our manners were gener~·ily bad; we did hustle and bustle
after land and money; we were boast•:r s ; there was dirt, chicanery, drunkenness, barbarism on the frontier.
Only with the realization that the pioneers who now are so glorified were
the chief subject of satire, does one
begin to comprehend the puzzled rage
which made our countrymen so incoherent in their replies. They felt that
chills and fever, and raw whiskey and
tobacco spitting and land stealing,
were only the diseases of a great age
of migration, but they chose to defend
by denying the facts. Sandburg's
t·;ch life of the young Lincoln is the
final answer to the charges of degeneracy and utter barbarism which were
commonly la.i.d against the West. All
that Dickens wrote of with scorn he
de~cribes
with unsparing realism,
knowing that the generation which
prcduced a Lincoln and the vast development of the Mississippi Valley
cannot be despised.

**

The United States has been a
spoiled and rowdy child in bitter need
of criticism, and is so still, but criticisms, like spankings, must be planned
with intelligence and properly directed. That was the merit of "Babbitt";
it is the merit of Mr. Mencken, who
understands boobery even when he is
COMING EVENTS.
most joyfully unfair to the rest of
America. The smug, complacent genSunday, March 13:
eration of Babbitts, so completely
10.30 a. m. College Chapel. Profesmaterialistic as to be unaware of
sor Naylor, "The Church and the
other values, cry for the lash, and are
Stage."
thick-skinned enough to take innumer~
Tuesday, March 15:
t~ble beatings.
But you have heard
the brash stranger enter into the ar- 4.00 p. m. Informal Faculty Meeting.
gument with half facts misinterpretProfessor E. R. Hardy, Professor
ed, rescue the weaker side by his own
of Insurance at New York Uniineptness, and confuse the issues of
versity.
the conflict. Such a bumptious interThursday, March 17:
ferer is Mr. Joad of Great Britain, a
philosopher of some merit, but a mis- 8.00 p. m. Sharp. Reading in 14 Seabury Hall, by Professor Shepard.
placed sense of humor, who has deAll members of the Student Body
cided that the time has come to tell
ave invited.
Mr. Babbitt and his countrymen
where, in the language they are supposed to unde
• ' ~st, the~ ge~- of.f.
i

I

I

Mr. Joad has never been to America, s,~c,~c,~,,~,a
never met Mr. Babbitt. Mr. Burgess
has expressed his feeling about usI never saw a Purple Cow,
I never Hope to See One;
But I can Tell you, Anyhow,
I'd rather see than Be One.
With so marked a disinclination to
know anything of his subject it is not
surprising that his case against the
United States is built entirely upon
those clippings from tabloids and the c Silk and Rayon in all the
country press, interviews, and paslatest Jacquard effects. _
sages from fiction which fit so neatly
into any preconceived and unfavorable opinion of what a country must
0
be like. The result is devastating.
One understands by the second chapMen's Shop.
ter why Mr. Joad prefers Bloomsbury C
Street Floor
to New York and Sheffield to Omaha.
0
With a fascinated horror one watches
the nightmares trot by. It is real
ph::mtasmagoria, vividly true, in details (for his sourees are skillful journalism), outrageously false in effect.
It is like a history of our own times
in New York drawn from the tabloids 0)~0~()~()~10
:.nd illustrated by comic strips.
But it is not the falsity which stirs
a tremulous feeling of uncertainty ·:~~-~-~~-~~-~~-~~-~~- -~~-~~-~~-~-~~
that grows into an assurance that Mr.
J oad has made a very bad joke~ and
that the grin with which he piles vulgarity upon vulgarity is kin to those
mechanical grimaces through a horse
collar which Steele described as a favorite sport of English yokels. A little falsity puts spice in any satiric
book. Uncertainty as to his facts was
a fillip to the author of the witty
"Plato's American Republic", and Mr.
n. H. Lawrence's errors in geography
and unshakable conviction that the
tl ue American can best be studied in
Smart Styles-in the
the club cars of limited trains, give
Modish Fabrics for
the authentic note of an artistic temperament to his shrewd analysis. But
Spring.
Mr. Joad is not only ill-informed, he
is egregious. He takes the pointed
jokes or quoted absurdities of others
and adds nothing of his own but exaggeration. His is second-hand satire,
They're Extraordinary
two removes from reality, and there
Values.
are few commodities less valuable unle~s it be second-hand opinions, which
have the same hollow unreality.
Worse still, he lends comfort to the
en( my. Instead of hating Babbitt and
his tribe, after reading Mr. Joad we
a1·e irresistibly moved to bring the
~/urn
next Babbitt home to dinner. He was
real, he was a person, he dealt in real
"It Pays to Buy Our Kind"
estate not word mongering; his vulg<~rity begins to seem more desirable
than vapid sophistication.
The Babbitts, indeed, are not unlike the pioneers of the Lincoln period.
They are unlovely, they point away
from civilization not toward it, they
arc as vulgar as the "movers" were
ignorant. But they are real, a phenomenon not readily interpreted, a
part of a nation not to be summed up
frcm newspaper clippings and memories of Mr. Sinclair Lewis. Let us
alone, Mr. J oad, there are wiser men
than you at the work of chastening
American eccentricity. You are not
of the kin of de Tocqueville and Carlyle. Ignorant criticism is worse than
al'! impertinence, it is an impediment
to good thinking. If you must write,
go study East London, Glasgow,
Brighton, and the more brittle areas
of Chelsea, and then tell us about your The Newest Books as Soon aa
home.-Saturday Review of LiteraThey are Published.
ture.
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has not a great deal of s-ignificance
Banking-Trusts-Safe Deposit here at Trinity, more or less submergTransfer Agents
ed as we are in the greater community around us, but it is. a very real
problem and one in which the students
are vitally interested when the college
,JOHN 0. ENDERS, Chairman of the Board.
FRANCIS PARSONS, Vice-Cb. of the Boartl. happens to be situated in a town
ROBERT B. NEWELL, Pr•ide1lt.
whose population is equal approximately to the enrollment in the college. Students at Bowdoin College
are extremely fortunate in their
broadminded and fars.eeing police
c'h ief, W. B. Edwards. Not that college men are inherently law breakers,
but when a group of y.o ung men are
brought together to live for nine
BOOKSELLER, PUBLISHER AND months every year in a small city or
PRINT DEALER.
town where they must depend u.pon
themselves for most of their amusement, youth is naturally going to
27 Lewis Street, Hartford.
create plenty ·o f excitement, distasteful to the oldest inhabitants, yet perfectly .harmless in itself. ln a recent
interview for the Bowdoin "Orient"
Chief Edwards spoke at length of his.
policy of co-operation with the students and theh· view-point, and cited
one or two instances in which we are
able to see his keen judgment and liberality in differentiating between
youthful exuberance and maliciousness to advantage. 1Some years ago
a student appropriated the Superintendent of Schools' sign with which to
decorate his 1~oom. After locating
the room the chief left a note asking
the man to come to s.ee him.
The
student came and instead of giving
him a ·c ourt record for a petty offense
AND LET A COLLEGE MAN
the boy was made to get a screw drivGIVE YOUR ORDERS
er and screws and replace the sign in
HIS fERSONAL ATI'ENTION.
full view of all and sundry. He afterwards .s tated that he had never
HE KNOWS.
felt so cheap before in his life. Chief
Edwards is more than ready to allow
the students to indulge in their snake
dances and celebrations. and any deHOTEL BOND.
mands they mruy make, within reaTelephone 5-3050.
son are given complete consideration.
By this policy Chief Edwards has
brought about a state of amicability
bebween students and townspeople
which at one time was thought impossible to create.
10 CHAIRS.
•*

BABBITI' AND BISSONNETTE
BROADCAST.
Discuss "The Busy Bee."

CHAPEL SERMON.
(Continued from page 1, column 5.)
it i5 clear historically that theological
thought and expressions have followed, not led, political conceptions.
The Church today, he pointed out, is
still using phrases and conceptions of
deity which were formed in medieval
times when the only political organization known was absolute monarchy.
Then, the "Kingdom of God" could be
clearly visualized by the people and
such phrases as "kneeling at the
throne of grace" had clear-cut meaning, but in pres.ent-day democra.cy
they are at best hazy and are outworn.
Serious Problem.

COLLEGE BODY' RECOMMENDS
"T" FOR TAUTE.
Segur's Motion Passed Unanimously.

The fabled busy little bee isn't s.o
The student body has voted unanterribly busy after all and spends a
imously to recommend the .award of
lot of time resting in the hive, Prothe basketball 'varsity "T" to Rudolph
fessor Frank Cole Babbitt, of Trinity
Taute, '29. Taute lacked twenty minCollege, told Profes.sor Thomas H.
utes of playing time to qualify for
Bissonnette in the course of a radio
his letter and action by the college
dialogue over station WTIC here
body was ther~fore necessary. Taute
Tuesday night. The bees don't work
played 'varsity football last fall, was
unless they have s.omething to work
recently el'6Cted to the Sophomore
on and they don't gather honey from
Dining Club and is a member of the
nearly every flower because there are
Alpha Tau Kappa Fraternity.
many flowers from which they can
gather no honey at all, he said.
The f.a1bled improvement of "each
shining hour" got another jolt when
The modern conception of governDINING CLUB ELECTS.
Professor Babbitt quoted a United ment is that power is embraced in .all
States department of entomology re- the people, he continued, and this con- Has Annual Banquet at Heublein's.
port to the effect that bees m:ake no ception is pulling the mind away from
The annual banquet of the Sophomore than thirty or thirty-five trips the old, creed-bound God king as more Dining Club was held at Heufrom the hive in a lifetime. frhis fig- sonJething unreal.
blein's last Saturday evening. Sp·eechure was made only tentative, however,
Dr. Ogilby replied that he consid- es were made by William G. Brill, '23,
by the professor's explanation that erEd the "king" conception of God a and James B. Burr, '26.
the experiment may have been vitiat- se:rious problem for the Church but
Stephen B. O'Leary was elected
ed by conditions under which it was not a weakness.
chairman of the society. O'Leary has
conducted.
The second need implied in his def- played Freshman and 'Varsity footAlso, bees may be very wise, Pro- inition, the president said, was a de- ball, is chairman of the Sophomore
fessor Babbitt said, but in a bad sea- mand for a statement and definition Rules Committee and chairman of the
son they will go on raising new crops of man's relationship to the exterior Sophomore Hop Committee. He is a
of young bees all summer and leave and superior powers, which results in member of the Delta Chi Chapter of
themselves at the beginning of winter creeds.
the Sigma Nu Fraternity.
Professor Shepard expressed oppowith food enough to las.t only a few
weeks, so that they .are bound to sition to creeds on the ground that,
starve before winter has even be- by defining religion, they necessarily
gun. Here, however, he remarked that delimit and deaden it. They make it
they have developed an a.b solutely so- static, he said, and therefore, if reDR. OGILBY'S ADDRESS.
cialistic community. They share the ligion is to be a living,_growing thing,
food with each other, and when it are opposed to it. The great spiritual ('Continued from page 1, column 2.)
fails they all die together, often with- leaders of the world, he declared, such a colleg.e education can be considered
ns Christ, Buddha and St. Francis,
in twenty-four hours.
a~
preparation for anything, it is
have all been creed breakers, not
preparation for more education. For"That may all be true," Professor
creed makers.
tunate is the college that is able to
Bissonnette said, "but the result of
"When a creed is fixed," Dr. Ogilby
their work is very good eating, and replied, "it is bad. If creeds are to be impress upon its sons in four years
the sugar in honey is in form of dex- kept alive they must be broken at the important truth that an educated
trose and levulose so that it is easily times, and each individual must form- man is .n ot a reservoir of facts but ~
assimilated and consequently m.uch ulate his own creed. I reverence the tool for clear thinking. The pressure
of numbers upon our educational inmore healthful than cane sugar."
stated creed of the Church because it
"It would be a good idea," Profes- has crystallized religion, but each stitutions recently has been met in
sor Babbitt replied, "if we could cut man must rephrase that in his own. large m~asure by the lecture system
down our enormous cohsumption of mimi in keeping with his intellectual which is the only economic answer
c:;tndy in this country 'and get our and spiritual progress if it is to be to the teaching of large groups at
children to eat honey instead.
And vital to him. Religion calls constantly low cost. It is not a satisfactory
it is a fact that people suffering from on the intellect for an unceasing answer because it does not often encourage thought.
diabetes can eat honey when they can- sel.rch for truth."
not eat sugar."
Perhaps the greabest single achieveCan't Amend Creeds.
ment of a college man is to underProfessor Bissonnette said that the
Professor Shepard asked Dr. Ogilby stand his relation to books. He should
The culmination of the growing Colorado Agricultural .College had reH. FITCHNER
G. CODRARO
cently
proved
by
experiment
that
if
a creed could be likened to the con- be able to detect lies in print and to
feeling .of antagonism and opposition
Proprietors
grasp the essential thought of other
to the over-emphasis of oontlpulsion germs cannot live in -p ure honey more stitution of a state which is made
minds when criticized on a printed
than
a
short
time,
and
Professor
Babcapable
of
amendment,
not
too
easily,
in regard to chapel services at Wilpage. Whatever material success a
liams came with the petitioning of the bitt, wlho is head of the Greek depart- but not with too much difficulty. The
college graduate may win, it means
Branch Shop:
ment,
pointed
out
that
in
very
ancient
president
answered
that
a
living
Cl'eed
President and Trustees by the student
little to his Alma Mater unl,ess he
times
honey
was
often
prescribed
as
5hould
be
just
such
a
one,
and
ad
.
body that chapel attendance shall not
continues the mental processes of
a
dressing
for
w.ounds.
mitted
in
response
to
another
question
be required for more than half of
thought which he began under her
that
he
knew
of
no
·
p
rocess
by
which
•
Shipment
of
bees
in
packages
by
week-day services. According to the
fostering
care.
the
historic
creeds
are
capable
of
"Record" the present chapel services express or parcel post has become a
amendment
because
of
the
division
of
large
business
of
several
southern
at Williams are lacking in educational
and religious value because of strong states, Professor Ba.b bitt revealed. Christendom.
"Although real religion grips t\1~
From Alabama alone, 40,000 packages
antagonistic student sentiment.
ALWAYS RELIABLE
weighing a~ least two pounds ea<:h ,vhole man, in every department of his • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
life," Dr. Ogilby went on, "there are •
were shipped last year, he o
pPrhaps four aspects of religio'l which • ~
ing
a
total
of
thirty
tons
of
live
bees,
According to Dr. Knight Dunlap,
SEE OUR DISPLAY AT THE professor of Psy<:hology at Johns plus 190,000 queens, shipped from we find present with varying em- :
phap.es in different individuals. These •
.
UNION EVERY FRIDAYHopkins University, evidence so far only one of the five southern states nre: Tradition, the usual gateway and '
in
the
business.
indicates that a man who smokes will
often the bulwark of the institutions •
Tailors, Clothiers, Haberdashers be a more dependable and steady Another great point in the Bee's which embody the social side of re- •
~g~
worker. The reason for this is that favor, Professor Babbitt pointed .o ut, ligion; reason, usually opposed to the •
'-'
'-'
Middletown:
Hartford Office:
is tnat it makes adulteration of its influence of tradition, or else its •
205 Main Street
Bond Hotel tobacco is a sedative. Dr. Dunlap
believes that even production in product commercially unprofitable. gr!'atest safeguard; mysticism, the •
amount and quality are the natural VVhen bees are fed on sugar by the natural longing of the human soul to :
beekeeper, he said, the resultant
results. of smoking.
minimize the content of the adjective '
"He was. a happy comJbination •
honey is flat and tasteless, and be- 'exterior' in my definition, and morali- • of the amateurish and intense. •
* *
sides, if bees were fed on sugar cost- ty, the fruit of religion and the test : His habit of absorption became :
• a byword; for if he visited a •
•F railty, thy name is woman. One ing only 5 or 6 cents a pound the of it."
• classmate's room and saw a book •
OF THE BETTER CLASS
of the Vassar candy shops now de- honey gained from them would be
Morality Separate.
• which interested him, instead .o f •
mands cas.h for goods received after sold for 10 or 11 cents a pound by the
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS
Professor Shepard took issue with • joining in the talk, he would de- •
beekeeper
and
would
result
in
a
dead
the store lost m!oney under the honor
the statement that morality is the • vour the book, ·o blivious of •
loss to him, since the •b ees use more
• everything else, until the college •
system. purchase plan.
than half of the food in making fruit and test of religion. In the west- , bell rang for the next lecture, •
ern world, which has been touched by : when he would jump up with a :
**
honey.
Judaism, that may be true, he said, • start, and dash off. The quiet •
"The American college student is.
but it certainly is not in the East. : but firm teaching of his parents •
allowed too much rope," declared Sir
"Fifty years ago in Borneo," he said, • bore fruit in him; he came to •
Hiarry Lauder in an interview at the
• college with a ·b ody of rational •
University of Pittsburgh with a
"the most moral man was the one w:ho • moral principles. which he made •
had the greatest number of human : no parade of, but obeyed instinc- •
"Pitt" weekly reporter. "It would be
heads driven on the ridgepole of his • tively. Am.d so, where many •
far better," he ·s.aid, "if the students
hut, while a thoroughly bad man : young fellows are thrown off :
COUNCIL TO MEET.
walked to their classes every mornmorally was the one who had none." • their balance on first acquiring •
ing instead of riding to their schools
• the freedom which college life •
First After Failure of Last Month.
Dr. Ogilby explained that he did not : gives, or are dazed and distract- •
in motor cars." 'F ar be it from us
There will be a meeting of tbie pro- think of morality as a test of the de- • ed on first hearing the babel of •
to question the dearest of our privileges, freedom of speech, ibut we can- posed Interfraternity Council next gree to which a man is religious but : strange philosophies or novel :
he walked straight, •
not help feeling the need of some sort Monday evening at 7.30 at the Alpha as a test of the fundamental worth of •• doctrines,
held himself erect, and was not •
of intelligence test :Lor the "captains Delta Phi House. Robert Y. Condit, his religion. He agreed with his : fooled into mistaking novelty •
Publication Work a Specialty
of industry" and the Funny Men be- president of the College Body, will que.stioner that a man might be in- • for truth, or libertinism for •
fore
allowing them to express them- preside. All delegates are urgently tensely religious but not moral, or • manliness.."-"Theodore Roose- •
MONOTYP.E COMPOSITION
selves upon a subject in which they requested to be present, as it is hoped might be extremely moral but not re- • velt," by William Roscoe Thay- •
LINOTYPE COMPOSITION
appear ·to he so ;perfectly misin" that some definite steps may be take}) ligious. He drew a sharp distinction : er.
betWeen religion and morals.
. •••••••• .•••• -... .. . . . . . . . . . . .
at this time.
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F~SHMAN

Yale men will be invited to attend the their .memories range through more
sections of the dinner to be lield in than half the history of the United
Make Plans for St. Patrick's Day
' Chooses .Class Day Officers and
New York City. Other· cities in which States, back to the War with . Mexico,
Scrap.
Elects Chairman ·of Ball.
attendances varying from several and ~hrougl;l all . the development
There was a Senior Class Meeting . The Freshman class met Tuesday liundied ·~pward are exp~~ted, include which has taken place at Yale during
ADVERTISING
last Monday in the Public Speaking noon and chose their officers for the New Haven, -Hartford, Boston, Phila- this long period.
COMPANY
-,_
room. Frederick J. Eberle, the pres- Trinity term. Ralph G, Rogers was delphia, Washington, D. C., Pitts"They have studied under every
ident of the class, presided.
chosen president; Walter R. Ander- burgh, Cieveland, Chicago, Detroit,
son, vice-pr~sident; Glenn A. McNitt, Cincinnati, St. :Louis, St. Paul, Min- famous professor since the elder Sil250 PARK AVE.NUE.
-T he meeting was called for the purneapolis, Denver, New Orleans, San liman, who began teaching in 1799 and
secretary-treasurer.
pose of choosing Class Day officers
The class chose ·as Chairman of the Francisco and Los Angeles. In each died in· 1864. They have seen all the
and for the election of a chairman for
St.
Patrick's Day Scrap, James A. -of the cities, London, Paris, Tokio and changes · in curriculum since the days
the Senior Ball.
Honolulu, there is a "potential attend- when this ' con'Sisted chiefly of Greek,
fl'he result of the election is as fol- . Gillies. Plans for the scrap were dis- ance" of 100 or more.
Latin, History and Mathematics, and
cussed, but owing to the presence of
·lows:
.
.
when the conservatives were horrified
some of the Sophomores not much · Otto T. Bannard IS . chairman,_ ~nd at the proposal to teach practical
Class Day Chairman
was accomplished.
Chauncey M. J?e?ew, Arthur Twmmg , sciences to college students. They reAndrew H. F<>rrester
l!adley
and
Wilham Howard
Taft are
.
.
.
. member the pre -hi' s t ory of compe t't'
I Ive
Historian ........... Stanley L. Bell
vic~-chaumen of the natwnal orgam- sports, wh~n Yale crews were matched
Orator .. . .......... James M. Cahill
zaht~ohn hof thel Yalde .Ehndod~ent Fund with fishermen in whale boats, and
Prophet . . ,...... George C. Glass, Jr.
w IC_ as P an~e t e . mner as the when footpall was played on the New
Statistician . .•. . W.e ndell H.. Langdon
Poet ............. Casimir L. S. Sutula PERKINS TALKS TO MEN'S CLUB. op~nmg eve_nt m the general_ ~am- Haven Green by students wearin to
pa1gn to raise $20,000,000 additional
. e~'· _, .. '<;f
g_ · p
.
. hats . So . gr
"" ;. a , range
· o reminisPresentations . ..... -Robert Y. Condit
At a recent Men's Supper which _endowment solely for promotmg
discences
WI'll
f
·
h
·
h
b
k
. .
.
.
urms a TIC
ac groun d
Chairman Senior Ball
was held at the South Church, Pro- tmctwn
m teachmg and study.
for the s t ory of w h a t y a 1e IS
· d omg
·
t oRobert W. Hildebrand fessor Perkins gave a most educationday,
which
will
be
told
at
the
dinners
al and interesting stereopticon lec"Invitations to the Yale 'round the
252 Pearl Street at Ann
ture. He took his audience into Den- world' dinner are going out to more by the youngest graduates, as well as
Hartford
mark and in his &killful manner told than 30,000 alumni," said Mr. Wear. by visiting officers and professors Of
of the life in the country and in the "It is planned to centralize the local the University.
small towns of the little peninsular dinners in about 200 cities. I believe ; "The Yale 'round the world' dinDEBATING CLUB TO MEET
nation. Professor Perkins explained that April 20 will set a record for ner," added Mr. Day, "is the opening
MIDDLEBURY.
that that country was still the attrac- alumni attendance at simultaneous event in the campaign to secure for
Tryouts Held.
tive place of the nineteenth eentury, meetings in widely separate places Yale an additional endowment of $20,The meeting of the Sumner Debat- unblemished by tourists who have which has never hitherto been ap- 0(10,000. As a privately endowed naing Club scheduled for last Monday come in hoards to other shores of proached by any university."
tional university Yale naturally deevening was postponed so as not to Europe.
pends on her alumni and other friends
Commenting on the organization,
High Class and Fashionable Tailoring interfere with the tryouts o.n Thursfor financial support, as well as for
M1·.
Day
said,
"The
stupendous
task
day, March 10, for the Middlebury Demoral backing of its educational proof organizing these men, who live in
bate. The debate with Middlebury
gram. Every dollar of the new enCollege is to be held at Trinity on -----------_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- sixty-six foreign countries, as well as dowment is to be used for this and not
Telephone 5-3076
· in every political division beneath the
April 11. •T he subject will be "Reone cent is being asked for buildings.
solved, That the Allied War Debts been used for many years as a room- United States flag, has been under- As this fact has been realized the EnShould Be Cancelled." The Trinity ing house. It was built approximately taken by graduate committees. Al- dowment Fund Committee has reteam will support the affirmative, and 100 years ago as part of the Trinity ready, in nearly 400 communities, ceived assurances from many parts of
Middlebury the negative side of the College group when that institution about 1,500 Yale men have accepted the country of the interest of the genargument. Prospects for a Trinity was located on the site of the Capitol. the responsibility of serving as chair- eral public as well as of Yale gradu&
victory are very good, since Middle- Faculty members and their families men and associates. Before the month ates in the plans to ·secure this necesis over we expect to have about 3,000
bury has no such nation-wide reputa- and sometimes a president •o f the Colsary increase in Yale's endowment,
alumni working on committees."
865 Main Street, Hartford, Conn. tion as Gettysburg, and Trinity de- legf' lived in this building. After the
plans which were approved by the
feated Gettys.b urg without difficulty. College moved seventy years ago to
"It is an interesting fact," con- Corporation only after · consultation
It is interesting and provocative of its present location, the faculty house tinued Mr. Day, "that the latest list with
representative
graduates
amusing speculation to note that since became a rooming house and today it of living graduates includes men from throughout the United States and on
JOSEPH P. TROIANO
their defeat at Trinity, Gettysburg remains one.
'I
c~asses all the way back to l847. Thus their rec01:;nmendation."
( Suc.c essor, to J. G. March)
Philip A. ••Mason, supervisor of
has defeated Harvard.
buildings, inspected the old structure
U. S. Security Trust Co. Bldg.
recently and found that it needed
783 Main St.
36 Pearl St.
more adequate means of egress. The
corporation was notified that either a
fire escape or new stairways would be
"TRIPOD" BOARD MEETS.
required, although the building was
Soda· Shoppe and Restaurant
Ready-made
There was a meeting of "The Tri- not condemned. Feeling that the old
LUNCH
And Cut to Order
pod" Board last Tuesday evening in house, had practically outlived its useBilliards and Bowling
"The Tripod" office. It was decided fulness, the owners decided to remove
ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY
50-60 Asylum Street, Hartford to award "Tripod" keys this year for it rather than undergo the expense of
STYLES, TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL
work done during the present year. improvements.
CHARTS SOLELY FOR DISTINGUISHED
" Tripod" keys used always to be given
The corporation was formed several
in the past, but there have been none years ago to take charge of the· plans
SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.
given for the last three years.
of Mrs. Hillyer for the erection on the
PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS
The business manager, William M. Hillyer property on Trinity Street, inAND PAPER RULERS
Ellis,
announced that there was still cluding the old faculty building and
I
I
85 Trumbull Street
some
prize
money
left
for
themes
and
extending
to
the
corner
of
Trinity
Hartford, Conn.
poetry in the McCook fund.
Street and Capitol Avenue, of an audiPlaone 3-1216
We Sterilize Everything
It was announced that the board torium in memory of her father, Horwill have compl<eted the guaranteed ace Bushnell. The United States
number of issues in the first week of Security Trust Compa-n¥ ~ is -treasurer
Old Hartford Fire Building
Suits and Overcoats
May and that after that time there of the fund provid~d by her for this
Corner Pearl and Trumbull Streets
will be no more issues until after · purpose.
A. Jefferson
J . McGee
W. A. Healey
H. Warren Commencement, wh>en it is planned to
Fred Gauthier
J. Flood
issue a number to be sent to the whole
COLLEGE STATIONERY
alumni body.
SENIOR ,C LASS MEETS.

.

CLASS ELECTS,

'WAal:eS

*'

"QUALilY UNEXCELLED"

PLlMPTON'S
"GIIT SHOP"

Engravers

Stationers

SLOSSBERG
Tailorine: Parlor

The well known Trinity Tailor
65 Lincoln Street, Hartford.

GLASSES
a Specialty

THE HARVEY

LEWIS CO.

Opticians

The Arcade Barber .Sh~p

~CLOTHES

THE WOOSTER

THE CASE, LOCKWOOD
AND BRAINARD CO.

~

THE NEW BARBER SHOP

The Trinity Stationery Co.
253 Asylum Street
Near Ann Street

"ROUND THE WORLD" DINNER
PLANNED FOR YALE
GRADUATES.

We carry a Full Line of College LAST OLD COLLEGE BUILDING
Supplies
TO BE RAZED.

New Haven, Conn., March 6-A
"round the world" dinner attended by
the greatest number of graduates of
Initial Step for Civic Auditorium.
a single university ever assembled at
The first step towards the future one time, and one of the greatest ralDon't forget to call on
construction of the Bushnell Memorial lies for any single cause ever held,
h:.dl will be taken, probably in the fall, will take place on the evening of April
when the building at Nos. 12 to 18 2U. Plans for this event were revealed
Trinity
Street, once used as a faculty today by George Parmly Day, Treas59 High Street,
Hartford, Conn.
dormitory of Trinity College, will be urer of Yale University, and Ghairtorn down by the owner, the Horace man of th~ Executive Committee for
Bushnell Memorial Hall corporation. the Yale Endowment Fund, and by
Charles F. T. Seaverns, president of Joseph W. Wear, Chairman of the Nathe corporation, declared today that tional Dinner Committee. Invitations
the corporation rather than make im- ::>:re being .mailed to more than 30,000
provements on the building required graduates and former students of
by the city, have asked the tenants to Yale University · now residing "in
vacate the premises by June 1. When sixty-six foreign countries, as well as
the building is razed, Mr. Seaverns in every political division beneath the
said, the site will not be built upon, United States flag."
according to present plans, until work
More than four hundred local comon the memorial auditorium, to be mittees in va,rious parts of the world
connec~ioil
made possible by the beneficep.ce of arP. al~eady working to gather the
Mrs. Appleton E,. Hillyer, is begun. alumni into at least two hundJ,'ed large
l~ge w~ile
The date of the construction of the centers, according to the announceauditorium is i:lldefinite.
_p!ifc~ases._.:
ment( where the banquet program~
The building 'to be torn do~ is a '!will•inclU(;l e _addresses by disti-pg-qishe* r.'· ·
four-story : brick st;-ucture. that · ha~ Yale gradu: ~,~ No fe~r .• "bh~nll7,~~

OH BOYS!

The Professional Building
Barber Shop.

THE TRIPOD earnestly
asks the students to Patronize
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT
OVR STORE IS THE

Qih~~~ JJhouz
The character of the suits and
overcoats tailored by Charter House
will earn your most sincere liking.
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